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Decision 88-09-060 September 28, 1988 SEP 3 0 1988 

BEFORE THE POBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA 

Rulemaking on the Commission's own ) 
motion for purposes ot compiling the ) 
Commission's rules ot procedure in ) 
accordance with Public Utilities ) 
Code Section 322 and considering ) 
changes in the Commission's Rules ) 
of Practice and Procedure ) 

-------------------------------) 

R.84-12-028 
(Filed December 19, 1984) 

OPIN1:0N ADOPTXNG ROLES 
FOR SE'rt' ~ AND STrPO'LATIQNS 

Decision (D.) 8S-04-0S9 dated April 27, 1985 revised the 
proposed rules governing settlements and stipulations and requested 
an additional round of comments 'from" all" parties to this 
proceeding. 'th.e proposed rules were transmitted to- the Office of 
Administrative Law and were published in the California Requlator;r 
Notice Register on May l3, 1988. Comments were- received from 
Pacific Bell (PacBell), GTE-california Incorporated (General), 
Southern california Edison Company (Edison),. Paeittic Gas and 
Electric company (PG&E), San Diego- Gas & Electric company (SOO&::&), 
William M. Bennett and Robert M. Teets (Bennett and Teets)', 
california Trucking Association-- (CTA) , 'California Depart:nent of 
General Services. (General Services)-, Graham & JalI1es,. Industrial 
Users, Utility Consumers-' Action Network -(UCAN) ,.- Toward Utility 
Rate Normalization (TO'RN), and the Commission's Division of 
Ratepayer Advocates (ORA). 

At the outset,. we note that the comments o-f Bennett and; 
Teets and,. to a lesser extent,. TORN, address. the issue of applying 
these settlement rules to- the Diablo proceeding. Tbatissue should 
be pursued in Application 8"4-06-014 and-the parties should-raise it 
there by separate lIlotion. We will -not address the comments as they
relate to a specific proceeding' in this-generic rule:mald.ng. 
Bennett and Teets are filing comments for the first tilne on these 
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rules and they state that they adopt TORN's January 25, 1988 
comments whieh qenerally opposed the use of settlements • 

. For the most part, parties heeded our plea in 0.88-04-059 
and confined' 'this' round of comments to· the changes in the proposed. 
rules. To the extent that prior comments were reiterated or new 
comments were filed simply expressing agreement with changes, 
parties should not look for detailed-discussion of such comments in 
this decision. 

PacBell repeats· its suggestion that settlement rules not 
be applied in complaint eases.. PacBell notes that complaint cases 
are often resolved without any need for the Commission to adopt the 
settlement.. In most of these oases, the parties saply announce 
that they have resolved the matter and file a written request to 
have the complaint. dismissed. In eases such as;the one PacBell 
desoribes, where the parti.es are not asking the Commission to ad.opt· 
the settlement, we would not expect to see the settlement rules. 
apply. In addition, Rule 5l.l0 p~ovides that where all parties 
agree to settle, they may file fora waiver ~f these rules .. 

Our concern, and the reason we will not adopt PacBell's, 
recommendation to· exclude complaints entirely from these rules, is 
that some oomplaintsaddress issues that are not ltmited to the 
complainant and defendant. Frequently such complaints include 
multiple parties. Examples are the complaints relating to 97& 

matters, the cellular resellers' complaint in Case 86-l2-023, and 
the complaints involving privatelY,owned pay telephones .. ~e can 
envision many opportunities to stipulate or,se.ttle in 'such. cases, 
and the existence of a formal structure in which to· present such 
agreements will serve to protect the due process interests of all 
parties to the proceedinq. 

The remainder of this second round ot. conunents will be 

c1isoussed under the individual rule subheadings below. 
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Rule 51 Ca) - =rarty= 

Grah~ and James has commented on the definition of 
*party* stating that the definition is at variance with the common 
understanding of the term as being a person on whose behalf an 
appearance has been filed. In addition, Graham. and Ja:mes notes 
that the definition is inconsistent with use of the term *partyw in 
other rules, notably Rule SZ. We will correct the definition to 
read, W'Party' or 'Parties' means any person or persons on whose 
behalf an appearance has been entered in the proceeding.* This 
change will necessitate clarifying changes in Rules 5l.1(c) and 
51.9 which also refer to parties. 
Rule 51.1 - Proposal of Settlements or stipulations 

Bennett and Teets comment' that in'view o,t the 
com:m.ission'sstated intention inI)-'S8:-04-0S9 to- allow settlement 
between less than all parties,' it is, a reasonable ,safeguard to 
require settling parties to demonst.ratetheir good. faith, efforts to . 
include all parties as a precondition to the:Lr"be':Lng entitled to 
file any proposed settlement. Bennett, 'and' Teets did~. not make any, 

specific suggestions for this demonstration. We think' the" 
provision in Rule 51 .. 1(l:» for convening at least one settlement 
conference with 'notice and opportunity to, participate, provided to
all parties before formally fili?-g'tbe settlementd.oeuments 
addresses theseconce:rnsadequately. 

In this connection,'l'ORN, comments that amueh better fonl..; 
of Rule 51.1(b) would be to- require holding the settlement 

, . 
conference to· be held before 'any agreement is signed. This would' 
qive parties. an opportunity to persuade .participants to consider" 
their views. This is consistent with our intent and: we will modify::-' 
the rule accordingly. 

Bennett and,Teetsalsocomment on, our 'addition to Rule 
51.1ea) providing that settlements shall be limited to the': issues , 
in a specific proceed.inqand shall not· extend to substanti~e issues' 
which may come before the commission in other' or future 
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proceedings. ~hey contend that the Diablo Canyon's proposed 
settlement does exactly that, barring PG&E from 'raising certain 
kinds of substantive issues until after the year 2016. In lieu of 
any specific changes Bennett and Teets sugg:est that several courses 
should be explored: (1) better definition ot the ter.m Hissues in 
that proceeding,W (2) definition of the phrase wsubstantive 
issues,A' and/or (3) an exception which ,permits future proceedings 
to be limited or barred based on some kind of factual and legal 
showing. 

Our intent in inserting this additional language was to' 
preclude parties from trying to bind the Commission for the tuture 
(or in another proceeding: with,a different utility) on issues that 
it had not had an opportunity, t~ consider in the settled 
proceeding'. We will not comment here on the Diablo canyon" s 
proposed settlement since' it is being, considered elsewhere. No 
other party addressed this addition to-Rule 51.1(a) and we are 
inclined to leave it as written for the time being. It it creates, 
problems in the interim betorewe reevalua1:e these settlement 
rules, parties may petition to waive application of that portion of , 
the rule. 

ORA. supports Rule 51.1 (c) (as do a number of other 
commenters) which provides that onlY, parties and their 
representative may attend settlelllent'conferences. ORA. notes that 
there may ,:be occasions when the attendance of a nonparty 1s 
advisable and recommends that we include,a provision in the ,rule 
which allows participating: parties"to waive the attendance, 
limitation where there is unanimous consent. ,We are reluctant to 
do-this because, we see the ,potential application as relatively 
remote and. rules should. not be designed to eoverevery ,conceivable, . 
eventuality. Additl.onally" attendanceot' nonparties at settlement ' 
conferences raises questions ~out the ,applicability ot Rule' 51_9: 
covering:, cOn!:f.d.ential·ity and ,disclosure~ This- question arises 
especially it the commission Advisory and Compliance Division 
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attends settlement conferences since we believe that nondisclosure 
is inconsistent with their advisory duties to the commission. It 
there is a real need tor a nonparty to ~ttend settlement 
conferences (tor example, the independent moaerator that ORA 
suggests), parties can always tile a motion to waive the limitation 
on attendance for good cause shown. 

ORA. also comments on the provision ot Rule 51.1(C) 
requiring a comparison exhibit where a Rate Case Plan proceeding is 
involved. It notes that a settlement agreement may be reached 
before DRA has completed its evaluation of the ease and, that in 
order to comply with the rule, ORA must create and produce its 
report early, possibly leading to incomplete or inaccurate results. 
ORA recommends that if settlement ,is reached before ORA has 
distributed its report, the comparison need only include the 
applicant's positi'on and the position stipulated to' by parties. We 
will not adopt this suggestion. In the first place we would be 
surprised if a party were willing to settle a major matter without 
having developed its own position first. Secondly, the position 
ORA would have taken at hearing is important for third-party 
intervenors to lalow in assessing their ,own position on the 
settlement. The rule does not require the complete showing', 
including testilnony, that ORA would have made, it only requires a 
comparison exhibit. under the circumstances we do not find the 
requirement burdensome. 

DRA. also notes that some, settlements involve broad areas 
rather than an account-by-account determination,' and the comparison' 
should be required only' for those areas specifically stipulated to· 
with the provision, for application of updates or indices necessary 
for final determination in the ,proceeding. We will provide 'that 
the comparison show the account-by-account i positions of ORA. and the 
applicant but need only include the account-by-account,settlement 
results where it'is possible to identity them in that fashion • 
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Obviously, the bottom line comparison of the applicant's position, 
ORA's position, and the settlement results will still be required. 

ORA. also. believes that the requirement of a comparison 
exhibit should not be limited to Rate Case Plan proceedings but 
should be extended to other proceedings where comparison exhibits 
are ordinarily submitted, such as offset proceedings. We agree and 
will amend the rule to provide tor this. 

General commented that RUle Sl.l(d) should be revised to. 
provide an outside limit of 90 to 180 days for Commission action on 
a proposed stipulation or settlement in lieu of the motion 
presently required justifying inclusion of a time limit fo'r the 
commission to act on a settlement. We are also concerned that 
settlements not languish without. action, and commit to prompt 
disposition of them consistent with our other workload. We are not 
convinced that automatic deadlines provide any greater protection 
for parties than the rule as presently drafted and, accordingly, 
will not make the change that General suggests. 
RUle 51.2' - Timing 

PG&E, DRA, and Edison all proposed changes to this rule 
in their comments. PG&E suggests a change to make it clear that, 
motions to approve a settlement maybe filed at the prehearing 
conference. Since we have modified the rules to provide that a' 
settlement conference inViting' all parties be. called before any 
settlement agreement is signed, and since the first time that all 
parties will be identified is the prehearing conference, it is not 
possible to. comply with that requirement and still file the:mo~ion 
at the prehearing conference ~, Accordingly, ,we will not adopt' 
PG&E's proposed change. 

Edison also expressed concerns with the timing', noting 
that Rate case, Plan cases had aprehearing conference on a date 
certain but that other eases dld not. It recommended that parties 
be permitted fer good"eause sho'Wl'l to. file prior'to the prehearinq, 
conference in Rate case Plan eases and in all other proceedings t~ 
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tilo as soon as a matter is accepted for tiling and a docket number 
is given. 

We are not convinced that the absence of a date certain 
tor a prehearing conference is a serious ~pediment to the proper 
functioning of these rules. Parties can, and commonly do, request 
that a prehearinq conference be set in a matter for any number of 
reasons - to establish schedules, to, resolve discovery disputes, 
and to identify interested parties. It a prehearing conference has 
not been set and parties wish to start the settlement process under 
these rules, they may ask the adlninistrative law judge (AU) 'to set 
a prehearing conference for that purpose. Such requests are 
currently made orally and in almost all cases are granted 
routinely. 

We will not provide for filing motions to accept 
settlements before the first prehearing conference because it has 
the potential tor effectively eliminating the participation of too 
many third-party intervenors in the process •. We have qone to great 
lengths in our compensation program to encourage such intervenors 
to participate,. and we have tried to structure these settlement 
rules to continue that participation. It'wouldbe 
counterproductive to" permit the settling parties to contravene 
those considerations with a signed, sealed,. and delivered 
settlement before the process has evenhaCl an opportunity to work. 

Both ORA and Industrial Usersem.phasized in their' 
comments that all parties must co:m:mit SUfficient resources to
actively review the notice of, intent or application and to prepare. ; 
tor eviden:tiary hearin~s under the applicable procedural, 'schedule . 
pending the outcome of settlement negotiations. ORA suggests that 
the rules contain a strong statement to this effect,~ Exhortations 
to parties do, not really belong in rules of, practice ,sO: we will not 
make any add.itions to the rUle., . par:t:lesshould. be' aware,. however, i 

that we strong:lysupport ea~iy 'preparation for hearing: and we~li .", , 
not look favorably on requests tor delay to, prepare eases that 
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should have ~een well underway ~efore stipulations or settlements 
were filed. 

Lastly, DRA expressed agreement with Southern california 
Gas Company's (SoCal) January 25" 1988, comments that settlements 
should be permitted, as in civil court, any time prior to the final 
decision. We have addressed thi~ issue in 0.88-04-059 ~y 
authorizinq the filing of settlements up, to 30 days after the close 
of hearinqs. Beyond that point further stipulations or, settlements, ' 
would only delay or interrupt an orderly.decision-makinq process • . 
By that point too, a complete, record has ~een developed on which to 
base our decision and parties have been afforded an opportunity for 
the meaningful participation that will result in the best and 
fairest outcome. Further opportunities to settle are not' necessarY, 
for this, and the slender hope that such late-tiled settlements
might preclude later filing of petitions to modify is too' tenuous 
to justify any changes in the rule'. 

• 

Rule 51.4 - COmment Eeriod 
Bennett and, Teets suggest' that in the interests of aidinq' .,'"." 

and furthering public participation, and because'settlementswill 
never be commonplace matters, parties should reasonably ~e entitl~' 
to at least one extension of time of 15 days without, havinq to Show 
any cause_ If we were to qrant, this, request, we fear that the 
extension would 'become the Hfloor* and, that we will effectively 
have provided fora 45:'daycomment,period and a' 15-day reply, or, a 
total of two months after the stipulation or settlement, is mailed. 
In view of the potential for routine delay, we do not' think the 
requirement of showinq ca\lse for eXtendinq'the'comment period is 
unreasonable and,. accordinqly,we will not change the rule .. 
Bule51.5- Coutentsot COmments 

Bennett and Teets state that they have no objection to
the, first portion of this rule concerninq' the' content of the" 
eomments so long as the ColIllllission:requiresthat proposed 
settlel'lients be accompanied by a fully 'artiCulated presentation of ' 
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legal ana tactual points and authorities wh.ich sul;)stantiate the 
basis for the settlement. We have aone this in RUle 51.1(c) which 
requires in part: "The motion shall contain a statement ot the 
tactual and legal considerations adequate to advise the Commission 
and parties not expressJ.y ::) o.i.ninq the agreement or its. scope and 
the qrounas on which aaoption is urged.'" We think this is adequate 
to address the Bennett and Teets concerns,. and we are confident 
that parties recognize the obvious,. that is, the ~ore specitic the 
proposed settlement is. in its. terms, the less likely it is that 
parties will teel compelled to· contest it because o,t 
misunderstanding or uncertainty. 

Bennett and Teets also sU9gest that the last sentence of 
the rul-e" reqarding waiver of objections because of failure to. 
comment, be eliminated. They arque that the rule is unfair to· 
protestinq parties since there is no corresponding waiver penalty 
placed on the settling parties.' We disagree _ The 'purpose of the 
waiver rule is to tell parties that if they are goinq to. contest 
the settlement, this is the time and place to' do it, they may not 
remain silent now only.to raise the:ir concerns later when the 
process is coming to. a conclusion. This is conSistent with orderly,', 
processing of complex matters while providing for the participation 
of myriad parties with different interests~ To, allow objections or, 
protests at any time would beunwieldly at best andehaotic at· 
worst.. 'rhe rule as drafted is consistent with the Federal Ene:r9Y 

Regulatory commission waiver rule set forth in 18: CrR 38:S.602 and 
we are not persuaded that it sho~lQ be changed. 
RUle 51..6 - Contested stipulations and Settlements 

In its comments on this rule, UCAJ.il raised the' issue of 
funding intervenors "'up front,* noting that it had exhauste~ its 
entire :budget tor· the SOO&1:: general rate case' participating' in the 
settlement pr.ocess and absent further funding,' would ':be hard 
pressed to participate :l:urther i:l: the settlement, is rej ected. 
Com:ments on the secona round of the proposed settlement rules are ' 
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not tho appropriate way to ~~ise sueh brQ~d eoneQrn~ as th~sc ~a 
we will not consider them here, particularly since no other party 
was on notice that this was to be an issue. 

We asked parties specifically tor comments on the 
revisions to this rule because of the timing problems we envisioned 
it we could not accept the comp,lete settlement as otfered. We also 
asked tor specific sehedulin~ suggestions under such circumstances. 
The response to the latter request was disappointingly general. 
PacBell suggested that we adopt a rule giving precedence over all 
other matters in calendaring and resolution of settlements or 
stipulations in rate case proceedings. DRA believes that this issue 
will seldom present repeatedly serious problems and suggests that 
this issue be addressed on a case-~y-case basis. Department of 
General Services· asks for. further opportunity .. to, comment' on any 
proposed rule ~efore the Commission adopts it, noting ,that this is 
a critical feature of the settlement rules since it determines how 
much pressure there will be on parties,. the utilities,. ORA,. and the 
commission to accept proposed settlements. Edison notes that it· is 
possible to tile a settlement, or stipulation late enough in any 
proceeding to· interfere with the' ttmely completion ,of the case on 
the original sehedulebut notes that this is a risk which the 
applicant proposing a settlement.orstipulation should bear. For 
lack of any more specific suggestions from the partie~~ we concur 
with. Edison's observation and adopt DRA's recommendation to· handle 
this ad hoc without a specific rule. We do not'perceive a problem , 
arising from. either, calendaring or resolving settlements. or" 
stipulations and, accordingly, we will notlenqthen the rules 
further by adding a provision 'for c;r'antingthepreCedence that 
PacBell suggests. We d.o. intend,to· treat such matters expeditiously; 
and, as discussed below" expect all' parties, to. prepare accordingly., 

Industrial Users recommended that all ,parties berequ:Lre<i", 
to adhere. to the appliCable procedural schedule' and to prepare tor 
evidentiaxy hearings pending the outcome of settlement 

,. , 
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negotiations. We en~orse this reco~endati¢n hoartily. Whil~ this 
may result in some additional effort for the parties, it should 
minimize the disruptions in scheduling that will certainly occur if 
all preparation is suspended during negotiations. 

In connection with early preparation, UCAN states that 
aaditional discovery by contesting parties is essential after a . 
settlement is proposed and asks that priority be given to, discovery 
requests from these parties. We are concerned that discovery and 
preparation not bog down and we do not expect to' see nonsettling 
parties "stonewalled" in their attempt to, gather information t~ 
prepare their case~ however, we will not include specific response 
times in the rules at this point, in the hope that such. 
micromanagement of the process will prove unnecessary. We will 
consider sueha provision when we reexamine these ru~esi! parties' 
experience in the interim demonstrates a need. for it. 

Edison recommended that settlements and stipulations 
under the Rate case Plan be considered within the framework of that 
plan.. In O .. SS-04-059 we rejected TORN's proposal to maintain.the. 
Rate case Plan schedule intact if a stipulation or settlement is 
contested, setting out our reasons tor doing so..· We are not 
persuaded to change our views as a result of parties' comments. 
However, we strongly encourage parties to- submit stipulations and' 
settlements early in the proceeding since it will be easier to keep 
to a predetermined schedule if the agreement is extensively 
contested or if we reject it.. PacBell suggests that the Rate case 
Plan may need to be amended to, take. into account the bearings on 
settlements or stipulations and to· extend the time !rall1es for the 
hearings of the underlying ease. We will address the timing 
problems on an ad hoc basis and will reserve.torthe future. '. . 

consideration of.major modifications to the Rate Case Plan. 
For those cases in Which we decide that a settlement can 

be approved only if modifications are made~'r'ORN' supports SoCal~s 
original comments to the effect that we should inform. the parties 
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of our views and either allow them to accept modification or 
withdraw from the settlement and proceed with their original cases. 
TORN suggested using an assigned Commissioner's ruling, reflecting 
the concerns of the Commission as a whole, for this purpose. We 
will provide in Rule 51.7 for this notice, where some of the 
options avail~le to the commission after rej,ection of a settlement 
are listed. However, we will not commit in the rule to the vehicle 
we will use, since various procedures may be appropriate depending 
on what stage o~ the proceeding we are in and the'extent of the 
modification proposed. 

PacBell takes issue with our revision t~ Rule 51.6 t~ 

provide for hearing on any contested issues of fact arguing that 
for settlements or stipulations to be useful', the rule must provide 
that the hearing be limited to, the merits of the settlement or 
stipulation whether the dispute is on an outcome or a fact 
expressly agreed upon by the settling parties. PacBell raised this 
same concern in prior comments and it was considered and rej,ected 
when we made the revisions set tor 'in D'.88-04-059. In the interest 
of providing nonsettling parties the broadest opportunity to. 
address contested issues through the hearing process" we will leave 
the rule in its present form (except 'for the specific modifications 
discussed below in response to. parties' comments). Our experience 
with the contested issues in the settlement in SDG&E's current 
general rate case indicated that, although hearing was required, 

, . ' 
there was a substantial saving in hearing time. 

TORN also. repeats an argument advanced in its earlier 
comments and. rejected. in D.88-04-059, namely, that settlements 
silnply be considered the j oint testimony of "the settling parties. 
While TORN may be correct that this would create an incentive to 
include as many parties as possible in the agreement, we are not 
convinced that the converse is true, that is,. that the existing 
rule encoura~es the movin~ party tolfmit tho settlement t~ as few 
parties as possible to. minimize the need for concession and 
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compromise. TURN argues that the current rule favors the 
utilities' interests, because they are able to "settle" the case 
without coming to terms with the objections ot those parties most 
adverse to them. We frankly did not see this phenomenon at work in 
the settlement in the SDG&E general rate ease or in the settlement 
in Phase I of the telecommunications .. requlatory flexibility 
investigation, both of which had.large numbers ot signatories. It 
anything, we would expect settling parties to induce as many 
parties as possible to enter into-the agreement to· reduce the 
potential for protracted hearings on contested issues. 

Both DRA ~dOCAN raised concerns about who would testi~y . 
and be available tor cross-examination on contested issues and 
whe~er-the witness would be required to provide a detailed 
breakdown of each separate issue'. We think the answer depends ¢n 
what the contesting party is challenging. If it is the' substantive, 
issue beinq contested, then obviously the witness (es) sponsoring 
the underlying testilnony on the issue -will be required to- testity_ 
It it is the reasonableness ot the settlement on. that issue, then ~a . 
witness sponsorinqthe settlement documents is in order. UCAN 
urges that we incorporate this provision in the rule in some'way. 

This is another case of the point beinq valid,.. but its 
incorporation in the rules would involve a level of micromanaqe.ment 
that we are trying to· avoid'. We would suggest in the alternative 
that contesting parties identify the witnesses they wish t~ cross
examine, either by nallle or by issue, and'present this information 
to the AI;] for use in: scheduling the hearings on the· contested 
issues. An estiluate of the amount of time for cross-examination, 
would be helpful at the same time. 

Graham and James comments, 'and General services ag-rees, 
that paragraph (c) of this :ruleis confusing and offers opportunity . 
tor abuse. It asks that the paragraph. be deleted. from the ,~es. 
By including this lanquage,.we· intended to alert- parties that when 
settlement was reached after evidentiary hearing had been held .. .and': 
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the settl~ment was contestc~, we could dc¢idc it on the record 
already created without a second round ot hearings. On retlection, 
it is not necessary for such a statement to appear in the rules ot 
practice and since it causes concern there, we will el~inate it. 
hIe 51.7 - Copissi,ml ReimiOD ot a stipulation or settlement 

We have modi tied this rule slightly in response to 
parties' concerns about Rule. 51..6. We alert the parties to the 
tact that a hearing on the stipulation or settlement is not 
required before the Commission rejects a proposal Which. it 
determines is not in the public interest. It turther indicates 
some ot the regulatory options available to the. Commission it a 
proposal is not adopted. The Commission is to make a binary 
choice, that is, to. either *accept" or "reject'" the settlement as . 
proposed. The indication of alternatives acceptable. to. the 
Commission complements that binary system, as the rejected 
settlement could in appropriate cases ~used as a reterence po~t 
for subsequent hearings or negotiations between the parties. The 
Commission will suggest alternate terms to the settlements.as a 
means ot promoting resolution: of the case in only the· most extreme, 
eases, however. 
BpJ,e 51.!! - Adgptign Binding. l{ot J?3;Cedential 

ORA. recommends that we clarity this rule by adding 
language that indicates that commission adoption ,ot.a stipulation 
or settlement has the same status as any other Commission decision. 
This simply states the obvious and since the additional language 
will simply clutter the rule unneeessarily.we will not add it. 
Rule 51.9 - tpadmissibility 

We specifically invited conunent on our· revisions to this. 
rule, particularly on the ilnpact ot· the inadmissibility provision 
on eonduct of future proceedings and· on discovery. TORN, 
Industrial Users, and ORA all raised concerns in these· areas, in 
particular with" the· broad language ot the first and second 
paragraphs. 
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. Bennett and Teets discuss this rule and Rule 51.6 
together as they relate to discovery, maintaining that such a 
sweeping rule is contrary to the statutory purposes of this 
Commission in that it favors utilities. Bennett and Teets propose 
discovery by those contesting the settlement on certain speci~ic 
grounds, at least one of which goes to discussions conducted during 
the settlement process, which is why their comments are relevant 
under this rule. We will not prescribe the specific detail of 
discovery 'available because we suspect this would be viewed by all 
parties as a l~itation on discovery rather than an assist in 
obtaining information. Our discussion. below will clarify the 
extent of the confidentiality rule as it pertains to dis'covery and 
to ad:missibility. -We do, not perceive that it favors. utilities and 

, . ',' 

we note that even,the parties who expressed·concernsaoout the 
language of the rule did not deny the need for the rule in· some 
form. 

Industrial Users opposes extension of confidentiality ~o, 
the tactual information underlyinq a', pax:ty's settlement position it' 
such information would otherwise be sUbject'~odiscovery under our 
rules. It notes the potential for abuse, observing' that parties 
who wished to keep facts confidential need only'raise .them in the 
course of settlement negotiations~whether relevant or not and 
thereafter rely on, Rule 51.9 to preclude discovery. Thisresult 
would seriously impede a nonp~rticipatinq party's ability to: obtain . 
and review factual information to evaluate the proposed settlement 
or to prepare for hearing. 

TaRN echos these concerns, arquingthat protecting Wall 
informationW raised at settlement is pro~ly not possible as a 
practical matter and not desirable as a. policy matter since it 
would frustrate the Commission's statec1'desire t'oobtain a complete 
factual record as the basis for itS. decisions. 

Both DRA. and TORN take the position that confidentiality 
protections should not extend: to information developed in' 

- 15 -
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preparation tor negotiations. ORA notes that it would ~e 
impossible to segregate and distinguish. ~etween information th.at 
was developed in preparation tor negotiations from that used in the 
preparation for litigation. 

Industrial Users, 'l'tT.RN, and ORA all support the need. for 
an inadmissibility rule but suggest that this need can be fulfilled 
with. much. more precise terminology. our intent in modifying the 
language was to foster a climate of open negotiation among parties 
without fear that the concessions offered in the give and taka"o:f 
negotiation could be used against them. if· no· agreement were 
reached. Edison's comments on the rule are pertinent here: 

"Edison respects and supports the need :for 
. parties who, do not participate in settlement 
negotiations. to obtain sutticient, intormation 
to allow them to evaluate.any proposed 
settlement.. Information which' bears on" the . 
reasonableness of the result produced ~y the 
settlement may be produced on 'discovery and 
admitted into evidence. HQweyer, intormation 
bearing solely on the negotiating process, 
position papers or similar materialsprQduced 
to support the neqotiatinqprocess, drafts Ok 
the stipulation or settlement, and similar 
materials are protected by thestronq Public 
policy in tayor ot encouraging negotiations and 
settlement." (Emphasis. supplied.) 

our, intent was to, create a to~where free and,open 
discussions could take place during the set~lement negotiations 
themselves. To clarify this we' will eliminate, the phrase "in 
preparation for" from the rule since this function ordinarily 
occurs outside. of the negotiation process. We,will also revise the 
rule to :z:;eflect more accurately what is being protected ,. which is 
the discussion of the parties, including admissions' and 

.. ' . 
concessions, with respect to any offer to stipulate or settle. 
Lastly, we will amend the rule to provide that .. such.matter wil.l be." 

inadmissible in evidence against any party who ,objects to its. 
admission, bringing our rule in line with a similar provision in 

- 16 -
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the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission rule, and eliminating the 
potentially cumbersome process of having to obtain consent or 
waiver trom. m.ultiple parties.. 'th.ese changes should narrow the 
application of the rule sufticiently t~ ease the concerns of the 
parties, but still provide the protection trom discovery and 
admission into. evidence essential to encourage fruitful 
negotiation .. 
Rule 51.10 - aPP1ipabilttY 

'!'Wo parties, PacBell and CTA, raised questions ~ut the 
application of these rules to. an entire class of proceedings. 
CTA's concerns abeut the application ef settlement rules in 

transpertatien proceedings were discussed in D .. 88-04-059 where we 
made an adjustment that spoke to. these concerns.. We are net 
persuaded by the additional comments to. exclude use of these rules 
in transportation. proceedings categorically.. As we announced in 
0.88-04-059, we will be reexamining· these rules in their entirety 
24 menths atter we adopt. tinal settlement rules. It erA has teund 
the rules un~orkable in the interim,. it will have the eppertunity 
to. raise these concerns again .. 

Edison asks. that Rule ,51.10 ,be amended to. indicate. 
clearly that joint exhibits accepted on the record need not be 
s~ject to these rules as a stipUlation., This. will. enceurage 
parties to resolve issues during· a hearing'without havinq.to. Ol.pply 
lengthy procedural rules.. We will amend. the rule to reflect this., 
Concl:gsion 

In examining the settlement rules " as. they were eriginally 
proposed and as we adopt thelZ1>. today, wes,ee that they haveqrown 
considerably in length.. This. is in part a re tleet ion of our 
concern that the. COl1U!1ents ot al1parties:be addressed, and wh,ere 
possible, accommodated. We, are seriously concerned about :botl1.the 
length and the, specificity of ,the rules and "N'e he~ parties de> not, 
end up tripping over either. 'the purpose ot establishing" these. 
rules was to provide an organized tramework within which to. address: 

- 17 -
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settlements and stipulations so that all parties would know, trom 
the beginning, what to expect procedurally. That is generally the 
purpose of rules of practice and we are mindful that rules 
thell1Selves are seldom the answer to. all the problems that arise in 
matters as complex as the ones we deal with. We commend the rules 
to. parties in this spirit. We expect that when. questions o.f 
interpretation arise, they will be resolved·in~a.manner that 
encourages full participation by the parties and provides the 
Commission adequate information with· which to make a reasoned 
decision. 
Findings of Fact 

1. Formal rules for stipulations and settlement$ will 
provide notice and opportunity to. all parties to address 
stipulations and settlements,. to raise and explore concerns in a 
formal setting, and to develop· a record. on whieh. the commission ma.:t· 
rend.er an informed decision on the stipulation or settlement. 

, I 

2.. Append.ix A attached sets fortli proposed Rules of Practice : . . , 

and. Procedure to implement rules governing stipulations. and 
settlements. 

3. ,The rules set forth in Appendix A hAve been-published 
twice in the ~lifornia Notice Register and parties have commented. 
on both forms. of the proposed.. rUles •. ,' 

4.. Minor mod.if'ications have been mad.e tOe the proposed. rules 
in response to' parties" comments,. Those'mod.ifications have been 
discussed. in the body of,' this decision .. 
COncclusi9..Ds 2.%' lAy 

1.. 'theComxnission should adopt the rules set forth . in 
Appendix A g'overninq stipulations and settlements' 

2.. 'the Commiss.ion should transmit the ad.opted rules to' the 
Secretary of State for ~iling. 

- 1$ -
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OR'p ER 

:IT IS ORDERED that: 
1. The rules governing stipulations and settlements set 

forth in Appendix A are adopted. 
2. The Executive Director, in conjunction with the 

Administrative Law Judge Division, shall transmit the adopted rules 
to the Secretary of State for filing. 

This order is effective today. 
Dated Septell.'lber 28, 1988, at San Francisco" california. 

- 19" -

STANLEX 'w. H'OLE'I'T 
President 

DONALD, v:tAL 
FREDERICK R.' OUOA 
G. MITCHELL WILl< 
JOHN' :B..:/ ;OHANIAN 

com:m.issioners 

, .f aR:~~AT nUS o~9StON:" " 
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APPENDIX A 
Pag-e 1 

Tho following article is added to the Rules of Practice 
and Procedure: 

Article l3.$ - Stipulations and Settlements 

5l (Rule 5l) pefinitions • . 
The following definitions apply for purposes of this article: 

(a) WPartyW orPartiesw means any person on whose behalf an 
appearance has been filed in the proceeding_ 

(b) wcoxnmission ProeeedingW means an application" complaint, 
investigation or rulemakinq.before the California Pul::>lie Utilities 
commission. ' 

(c) wSettlementW means an agreement· between some or all of, 
the parties to· a commission prpceedinq on a mutually acceptable 
outcome to the proceedings. In addition :to other parties to-an· 
agreementr settlements,in applications must be siqnedby the 
applicant and in complaints, by the complainant and defendant. . .' 

(d) WStipulationw means an agreement between some or all of 
the parties to·· a commission proceeding, on the resolution of any 
issue of law or fact material to the proceedinq .. 

(e) wcontestedW describes a stipulation or' settl'ementtb.at is 
opposed in whole or part, as provided in this article,. ,by any of' 
the parties to., the proceeding-in which such sti~ulation or. 
settlement is proposed for acloptionby the comm.l.ssion. 

(f) WOncontestedW describes a stipulation or settlement that 
(1) 'is filed concurrently by all parties to the~ proceeding in which 
such stipulation'or settlement, is proposed. for'ad.option by the 
Commission, or (2') is. not contested by any party to the,proceed.inq 
within the comment period. after. service of the stipulation or 
settlement on all parties to the· proceeding. 

51.1 (Rule 51.l) Proposal 0: Settlements 'or Stipulations. 

(a) Parties to a commission' pr.oceeding' may stipulate to the 
resolution of any issue of law or fact-material to. the' proceeding, 
or may settle on a mutually acceptal:>le outcome to-the proceeding',. 
with or without resolving material. issues. Resolution shall be ' 
limited to-. the issues, in that proceeding-' and shall not extend to 
substantive issues which: may come before the Commission in other or 
future proceedings • 

/. 
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APPENDIX A 
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(b) Prior to siqning any stipulation or settlement, the 
settling parties shall convene at least one conference with notice 
and opportunity to participate provided t~ all parties for the 
purpose of discussing stipulations and settlements in a given 
proceeding. Written notice of the date, ttme, and place shall be 
furnished at least seven (7) days in advance t~ all parties to the 
proceeding. Notice of any subsequent meetings maybe oral, may 
occur less than seven days in advance,. and may be limited to. prior 
conference attendees and those parties specifically requesting 
notice. 

(c) Attendance at any stipulation or settlement conference or 
discussion conducted outside the public hearin~roo:n shall be 
limited to the parties to a proceeding and the~r representatives. 

Parties may by written IIlotionpropose stipulations or 
settlements for adoption by the Commission in accorc1ance' with this 
article. 'rhe motion. shall contain a statement of the factual and· 
legal considerations. adequate to. advise the' Commissiorr and parties , 
not expressly joining the agreement·· of its' scope and of the grounds 
on which adoption is urged. 

When a, settlement pertains to' a proceedinq'under the Rate case 
Plan or other proceeding in which a comparison e~it would 
orc1inarilybe filec1,. the settlement must be supportec1 by a 
comparison exhl:bi t indicating the impact of' the settlement in 
relation to the utility's application. If the Partici~atinq staff 
supports the settlement,. it must,prepare a similar ,exhibit, "', 
indicatinq the impact' of the proposal in relation t~ the issues it 
contested, or woUld' have contested, in a hearing., ' 

Cd) Stipulations and settlements should'ordinarily not 
include deadlines for commission approval; however, in the rare 
ease where delay beyond' a certain date' WOUld. invalidate the basis 
for the proposal, the· timing urgency must ~e clearly stated and 
fully justified in the motion'. " 

(0) '!'he Commission will not approve stipulations or 
settlements,. whether contested or·uncontested,. unless the· 
stipulation or settlement is reasonable in liqht of the whole 
record, consistent with law,. and in the: p@lic interest. 

51.2 (Rule 51.2) Timing. 

Parties to a commission proceedincr may propose a stipulation.' , 
or settlement for adoption by-the Comml.ssion (1) 'any'time' after the'" 
first prehearinq conference and (2) .within .30 days after the' last 
day of hearing. 

• 
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APPENDIX A 
Page ;3, 

Parties proposing a stipulation or settlement for adoption ~y 
the commission shall concurrently file their proposal in accordance 
with the rules applicable to pleadings (see Article Z), and shall 
serve the proposal on all parties to the proceeding. 

51.4 (Rule 51..4) comm~nt Pgriod •. 

Whenever a party to a proceeding does not expressly join in a 
stipulation or settlement proposed for adoption ~y the Commission 
in that proceeding, such party shall ha.ve 30 days from the date of 
mailing of the stipulation or settlement within which to!ile 
comments contesting all or part of the stipulation or settlement, 
and shall serve such comments on all parties to the proceeding. 
Parties shall have 1.5 days after the comments. are filed within 
which to file reply comments. The assiqned administrative law 
judge may extend the comment· andlor response period on motion and 
for good. cause ... 

51.5 (Rule 51.5) S;ont@ts or S;ommem;s. 

A party contestinq a proposed·stipulation or settlement must 
specify in its conunents the portions .o~ the stipulation or .. 
settlement that it opposes,· the legal basis o!·its oPl?0sition, and 
the tactual issues that it contests ... Parties should indicate the 
extent ot their planIled participation at any hearing'': If the· 
contesting party asserts that. hearing is. required by law, 
appropriate citation shall be provided... Any failure by a party to .. 
file comments constitutes waiver by that party of all objections to 
the stipulation or settlement". inCluding the ric;ht to hearinc; to- . 
the extent that such hearing is. not otherwise 'required'by laW'. 

5-1.& (Rule 5-1.&) contested Stipulations and Settlementli. 

Ca) If the stipulation or settlement is·contested, ·pursuant 
to Rule 51.4, in whole orin part on any material issue of ,tact ~y 
any party, the Commission will schedule a.hearing on the contested 
issue(s) as soon after the close of the comment period as 
reasonablypos.sible. Discovery will ~e.per.mitted and should be 
well underwa:r prior to the . close of the' comment period. .Parties to . 
the stipulatl.on or settlement· must provide one or more witnesses to::·'· 
testify concerning the contested issues and to· . undergo cross- - . 
examination by ·contestinq parties. contestinq parties may present ./ 
evidence and testimony on the 'contested issues. . 

(b) The commission··may decline to· set hearing in any case· 
where the contested issue oftaet is not material or where the· 
contested issue is one of law. In the latter ease, opportunity for:, 
~rie!s will be provided. . . 
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To ensure that the process of considering stipulations and 
settlements is in the pUl:>lic interest, opportunity may also be 
provided for additional prehearing conferences and any other 
procedUre deemed reasonable to develop the record on which the 
commission will base its decision. 

(c) Stipulations may be accepted on the record in any 
proceeding and the assigned administrative law j1J.dge :may waive 
application ot these rules to, the stipulation upon motl.on and for 
good cause shown. 

51.7 (Rule 51.7) commission Rejection of a Stipulation or 
~ettlement. 

The commission may reject a.proposed. stipulation or settlement 
without hearing whenever it determines that the stipulation or 
settlement is not in the public interest. Opon rejection of.the 
settlement, the commission may take various steps, including the 
following: ' 

1. 

2. 
3-. 

Hold hearinqs on the underlying issues, in which case the 
parties. to the stipulation may either withdraw it or 
offer it. as j' oint testimony,. , , ' 
Allow thepar1;ies time to renegotiate the settlement,. 
Propose alternative terms to the parties to.th.e .. 
settlement which are acceptable to, the ,'commission and. 
allow the parties reasonable tilne within which to- elect, 
to accept su~ terms or to request other relief. ' 

51.8 (Rule 51.8) Adoption 'Binding, NOt Preeedential. 

Commission adoption of a stipulation or ' settlement is binding' 
on all parties to the proceeding in which the stipulation or 
settlement is proposed. Unless the commission expressly,provides, 
otherwise, such adoption' does not' constitute approval of, or 
precedent regarding, any principle or issue in the proceeding or 'in 
any future proceeding. . 

51.9 (Rule 51.9) Inadmissibility. 

No discussion, admission, concession or' ofter to stipu'late. or . 
settle,.. whether oral or written,. .made during any negotiationona 
stil?ulation or settlement· shall be'· subj'ect todiscover:r~,. or 
admissible in any evidentiary hearing .. against any participant wh.o 
objects to· its admission. Participatin~ parties and their 
representatives shall hold such discuss:l.ons" aclmissions,.. . 
concessions, and ofters to stipulate or 'settle contidential and 
shall not disclose the~ outside the negotiations without'the 
consent of the parties, participatinq:in ,the negotiations. 

• 
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If a stipulation or settlement is not adopted by the 
Commission, the terms of the proposed stipulation or settlement are 
also inadmissible unless their admission is agreed to by all 
parties joining in the proposal. 

51.10 (RUle Sl.10) ApplieaQility. 

These rules shall apply on and after the e!feetiv+~ date of the 
decision promulqatinq them in all formal proceedings ii:l.volving gas,. 
electric, telephone, and Class A water utilities. 

In proceedings where all parties join in the proposed 
stipulation or settlement, a motion for waiver of these rules may 
be filed. Such motion should demonstrate that the public interest 
will not be impaired by the waiver of these rules. 

Any party in other proceedings before the Comxnission :may file 
a motion showing good cause for applying these rules to settlements 
or stipulations in a particular matter. Such motion shall . 
demonstrate that it is in the public interest to apply these rules 
in that proceedinq. Protests to. the motion may, be oral or written. 

Exhibits :may be s~onsored by two- or more parties in a 
Commission hearing as joint testimony without.' application o! these 
rules.' . 

(END OF APPENDIX A) 
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Decision as 09 060 SEP 28 1988 / 

BEFORE THE PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION OF THE STAT~ CALIFO~~A 

AL.'J/MCC/jt, 

Rulemaking on the commission's own ) 
motion tor purposes ot compiling the ) 
Commission's rules of procec1u:re in ) 
accorclance with PUblic Utilities ) 
Code Section 3ZZ and consic1ering ) 

£_l2-mWu~~[l:J&~ 1 December 19, 1984) .. 
changes in the Commission's Rules ) 
of Practice and Procedure ) 

-------------------------------) 
OPINXON AOOPTING :ROLES 

lOR tim! iRMRN'I'$ AND S%IPO'LATXQJ§· 

/ . 
Decision, (D.) 88-04-059 c1atec1 April 2'7,. 1988 revisec1 the 

proposed. rules governing settlement's and.' stipulations·anCl.requested 
, . /" -' .' 

an. aclc1itional round of comments ~ODl' all, par:ties to this, . 
proceeding., The proposed rules ,were transm.1ttec1 to- the Office of 
Administrative LaW' and were published in: tbecalifornia Requlatory 

• . " I,,', ,'. .. 
Notl.ce Reql.ster on May 13',. 1900. Comments were- recel.ved,!roDl 

/' ' .... , 
Pacific Bell (PacBell), GTE 'california IncorporateCl (General), 
Southern california Edison. cf,mpany (Edison) " Pacific· Gas, and 
Electric. . company (PC&E), s~ Diego Gas &. Electric Company (SDG&E),. 

I '" 
. William H. Bennett and Robert K .. Teets' (Bennett and Teets),' 

, . , ..'. 

california 'l'ruckinq,"Assooiation eCTA).,. california,· Departlnent of 
. . ( " '" . . ", 

General Serv:lces (GeneraA Services), Graham & James, InClustrial 
, I"" ' . . . 

Users, 'O'tility consumerf" Action Network (UCAN), TowardJJtility 
Rate Normali%ation (~), and the Commission's Division of 
RAtepayer Advo<:4tes. 'fRA). .... ' " 

At the outfet, we note that the, comments ot Bennett and, 

Teets. and, to, a '16S er extent, 'l'ORN', address the 'issue, ot apply;nq.·· .. 
these settlement' les to the" Diablo:px-oeeeClinq. That issue should, " 
be pursued in Ap ieation' ~4~06-014 and the parties should raiSe. it' 
there, by separa.J. motion. We will, not address :the comments as they" 
relate to' a sP~1fi'c, proCeed.ing in' this,.qeneric ~lemakin9'a' , 
Bennett and' T~ts are filing comments: f~r,tb.efirst' tilue on these 

I 
1 -
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rules and.. they state that they ad..opt 'rTJRN's January 25, 198'8 
comments which generally opposed.. the use of settlements~ 

For the most part, parties heeded our plea in 0.88-04-059 
and confined.. this round, ot comments to the Changes ~ the proposed 
rules. To the extent that prior comments were re~rated or new 
comments were file~ simply expressin~ agreement wfth Changes, 
parties. should not look tor detailed cliSCUSLSiO of such comments in 
this decision. ' , ' 

PacBell repeats its sugqestion th t settlemont rules not 
be applied in complaint eases. PacBell 'no£es that complaint eases 

, /, 

are often resolved without any need, for the Commission to adopt the 

settlement .. , In m:ost, of these eases,. t.ti parties' simply announce ,.' 
tbit they have resolved the matter ani file a written request to / ' , 

have the complaint dismissed. In ~es such as. the one PacBell 
describes, where the parties are, not ,asking the' Commission tc> adopt 

" I ' " 
the settlement, we would not expect to-, see", the settlement rules " 

,,' /" , 

,apply. In adc1ition,.Rule, ~1.,10 pr~vides ,tha:t'~here' all parties 
agree to settle,. they may file /-ora waive:- Of:,~~se rules..,' , 

Our concern, and the! reason, we ~llnot adopt PacBell' s f ",' ' , " , 
recommendation to exclude complaints entirely from, these rules, is' 
tbat some complaints address/issues' that are not limited.. to-the, 
complainant ,and defendant .. /'Fre~entlY such complaints inclUde, 
multiple parties~ EXamples are the complaints relating" to-976, 
matters, the cellular re~llers" complaint in case 86-12-023, ,and' 
the complaints inVOlVing! privately' owned, pay, telephones., We can 
envision many opportuni-ties to, stipUlate or settie in such eases; 
and"the existence: of' J'formai structureinwh1Ch' to- present: such 
agreements will, servJ to, protect the due, process interests of. all 
p.art1es to the P~OCJad1nq. ,,' . 

, I 
. 'the re~;Lnder ot' this' second, round' of comments will ' be 

I ,. , 
diseussec1under the ,individual rUJ.es~head.inqs below. 

' .. ' 

.. " 

,II' 

." ' 
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/ 

Rule 51 Cal - 'Party! 

Graham and James has commented 
*party* stating that the definition is at variance w'th the commo~ 
understandinq of the term as :being a person on who e behalf an 
appearance has been filecl. In addition, Graham ~d Jalnes notes 
that the definition is inconsistent with use c~the term ·party* in 
other rules,. notably Rule 82'. We will coned the definition to. 

/ ' 

read, *'Party' or 'Parties' means any person or persons on whose 
))ehal~ an appearance has', been entered in tie proceeding.· 'rhis 
chanqe will necessitate clarifying chanc;e's in Rules 5,l .. 1(c) and 
51 .. 9 which also. refer, to, parties., /' ' ' 
Me 51.1 - E;ropoSAl ot Settlements' Q'C stipulations 
, , , 

Bennett and Teets commen~t in view of the' , 
Commission's stated', intent~on i~ ,1788-04';'059, to allow: settlement: ' 
between' less: than all partl.es, l.t/is a reasonable safeguard tc', 
require settling parties to,demdnstrate their good faith efforts to,':", 
include all parties as a precoricl1t:i:on' to' their, being entitled to, 
fi~e 'any> proposed settl,ementt Bennett.' and' Te~ts did not mak~ any , 
specific suggestions for ,thiS. demonstration_ We think the ," , 

I ,,' 
provision in Rule 51.1(b) ~r convening ,at least one settlement 
conference with notice' ani opportunity'to par:ticipate pro:"rideclto ,- "', , 

all parties I before formal:ly tiling the' settlement documents 
addresses these concerru/ adequately'. 
" , In this connJetion,.-'I'ORN comments that a 'much better form.', 

I - " '" , 

o~ RuleSl .. l(l» would'jbe to·require·holcling the'set71~en7 ' ,', ;',' 
conference to be held' before any agreement is'signed. 'This would',' " 
give parties an oppo~uni ty to pers';ade 'participants, to- ,consider " ".' " ' 
their views.. T.hisftS.con5istent with our intent and we will 'modify:' 
the rule accordingly. , ' 

:sennett! and 'reets also, comment" on' our. addition to RIlle , 
/ ' , ", ' 

51.1(a) provid~q that s~ttlements., shall be .lilnitedto- th~is~ues ." 
in a specific ,proceeding and shall not' extend to substant:. ve J.ssues ' 

fore the Commission-in other or future 

- 3' -
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proceedings. They contend that the Diablo canyon's P:t"opos/ 
settlement does exactly that, barring PG&E from,raising oIrtain 
kinds of substantive issues until after the year 2016.~In lieu of 
any specific changes Bennett and Teets suggest that ~veral courses 
should be explored: (1) better definition of the ~rm Hissues in 
that proceeding~N (2) definition of the phrase Ns6bstantive 
.' I 
issues,· and/or (3) an exception which permits uture proceedings 
to be' l~ted or barred based on some kind of factual and legal 
showing. 

Our intent in inserting this ad tional lanquage was to: 
preclude parties from trying to. binet, the;6OlDl'lLission for' the future 
(or in another proceeding with a diffe~nt utility) on issues that 
it had' not had. an opportunity to consltaer in the settled 
proceeding ~ We will' not comment her! on the Diablo Canyon's 
proposed settlement since it is be:filg considered' elsewhere.' No 
other party addressed this additiohto Rule 51' .. lCa) and we are 
.incl1ned to leave it aswr~tten/orthe tilne beinq. If it creates 
problems in the interiln before :we ,reevaluate these settlement 
rules, parties may petition t~waive application ot that portion ot 
the rule .. , 

DRA. supports Rule 51.1(C) (as do a nUlllber of other 
commenters) which provides that only parties and, their 
representative may atten settlement conferences. DRA notes that 

'I ' 
there may be occasions ?en the attendance ot a: nonparty is 
advisable and recommends that we include a provision in the rule 

'I ' 

which allows partiCipating pa~ies to waive the attendance 
/ ' " 

lllnitation where there is unanimous. consent~ • We are' reluctant to 
do, this because, we ~e the potential' application as relatively 
remote and rules shbUld not be, d~s19l1edto cover every conceivable ' 

I ,', , 

eventuality. Add~tionally" attendance ot nonparties at settlement ' 
co~erence$ raise~ questions about ':the appliCability of Rule,' 51.9 

I ' ' , 
covering' co~identiali ty and'disclosure. This question, arises , 

f 
especially it the Commission ,Advisory and'Compliance Division 

/ 
I - 4 -
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~ attends settlement conterences since we believe that nondisclosure 
is inconsistent with their advisory duties to the Comm.iss.~n. I~ 

/ 
there is a real need ~or a nonparty t~ attend settlemettt . ;-
co~erences (for example,. the independent moderator)that ORA 

suggests), parties can always file a motion t~ wai~ the limitation 
on attendance for good cause shown.. . / 

ORA also comments on the provision ~ Rule 51.1(c) 

requirinq a comparison exhibit- where a Rate~se Pl~ procee~ing is 
involved.. It notes that a settlement aqrzementmay be reached' 
before ORA has completed its evaluation of the ease and that in 
ord.er to- comply with the rule, ORA must/create and produce its . / ' 

report early, possibly lead.ing to- incomplete or inaccurate results. 
ORA. recommends that it' ,settlement'is! reaehed be~ore ORA has ' 

d.istribu~ed its report" the co:mp~/son need o~y include the' ' 
applicant's position" and the,posiltion stipulated to-' by parties. We 

, wil1 not ad.opt this suqgestion. / In the first place we- would be , . 

surprised if a party were wilJ.,lncJ to- ,settle a major matter without 
• havinq d.eveloped its ·own'posftion,:~irst. secondly, the position 

DRA. would have taken at hearing is tmportant for third-party 
intervenors to lalow in asse'ssing'their own position. on the: , ,I ' 

. settlement. The rule does not requjre ,the complete. showinq,. 
I, ' 

including testimony, that ORA would have made, it only requires a 
,I ' . , 

comparison exhibit .. , Under the circumstances we d~ not find 'the 
reqUirement ):)urdensome~ 

. , , l 
ORA also notes·that some settlements-involve broad areas 

I ' . '. 
rather than anaccount-))y-account determination, and the comparison 

I ' 
should ):)e required ;Only t'or those"areas speci:fically stipulated to 
with the provision! for application of 'updates' or ,indices necessary 

, f ' . 
~or :final determination in the proceeclinq. ,Wewi~l provide that 

.' I ' " -
the comparison, ,show the. account-by:-account positions of ORA and- the-

, I . ", ' " , . , 
applicant but need only include the account-by";'account settlement> 
'/' , .. 

results where lJt,' ispossible.to identify' them' in that. ~ashi.on • 

• - ,5. -
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Obviously, the bottom line comparison ot the applicant'.s position, 
ORA's position,' and the settlement results will stiU"-be required.. 

;' 

DRA also believes that the requirement of a comparison 
exb:ibit should not be limited to Rate Case Pl~roCeedin9's but 
should be extended to other proceedings where./comparison exhibits 
~e ordinarily submitted, such as ottsetP~~eedings. We agree and 
will amend the rule to provide tor thiS.! 

General commented that :Rule ~.l(d) should be revised to, 
provide an outside limit of 90 to lso;aays 'for Commission action on 
a proposed stipulation or settlement/in lieu of"the motion 
presently required justifying incl~ion ot a time limit tor the 

Commission to- act on a settlemen¢ We' are also-' concerned that , 
settlements. not languish wi thouti action" and commit to- prompt 

f . 
disposition ,of 'them, cOnS-istiSen. 'th our other workload. We are not 
convinced that automatic dead ,ines,provide any greater protection: 
for parties than the rule a pres,ently drafted and, accordingly,. 
.' I . , 
will not ,make the change that General suggests, • 

Rule 51.2' - tia:lng /,' , 
, PG&E, ORA, andJEdison all' proposed changes to< this rule 

in their comments. PG&i suggests a chang~ 'to- make it clear that 
motions to approve a se'ttlement may be tiled at the prehearing , ' ' -

conference.. Sinc:e we/have modified the; rules to, provide tha~a 
settlement co~erencd inviting all partJ.:es be called beforea:n.y 
settlement agreement' is, signed., and. since the ,tirst time that all 

, I "" .' . 
parties-will be identi:tiedis.,the'prehearing'eon:terenee, it is. not 

POSSible. to. comPlyj ~ith that requir,em.~nt ,and sti':'l file the motion 
at the prehearinq!conference.Aecord~nqlY, we w~ll not adopt 
PGtcE's proposed change.,· , ". ' , ", ' " 

, 'Edisori also-- expressec1. eonc:e~ with the timinq"notinq 

that RAte case/Plan cases. had:',a pr~ear~n9' conference 'on a date. ' 
certain but tl!at other eases d:ici not. It recommencied that parties 

- I ' .. . ' " . 

be, permitted forgooc\" 'cause ,shown to- tile prior to- the prehearin9' 
~erence iRata case Plancas .... o.nd in all otherproceedin9s tc> 

• ' ' '', 
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,/ 

file as soon as a matter is accepted for filing and ~ket number 
is given. , / 

We are not convinced that the absence at a date certain 
for a prehearing conference is' a serious imped~ent to the proper 
functioning of these rules. Parties can, a:n,({' commonly do, request 

/ 
that a prehearing conference be set in a mrtter for any nUlllber of' 

/ 
reasons - to establish schedules, to- reso1.ve discovery disputes, 
and to identify interested parties. I:ela prehearing conference has' 
not been set and parties wish to start! the settlement process under 
these rules, they may ask the admindtrative law judge (ALJ) to set 
a prehearing confer~nce for that I}~ose. SUch. requests are 
c:urrently made orally and in almost all' cases are qranted 

routinely. , , '/ ' , 
, , We will not provide lor filing motions to accept ' 

settlements before the first JPrehearing conference because it has 
the potential for efteetiveIy' eliminating, the participation of too 
~y third-party interveniSin the process _ We, have, gone· ,to' great," ' 
lengths in, our compensation proqram to .. , encourage' such, intervenors 

, I, ' .. ," , ' 
to participate, and we have, tried to' structure these settlement 

, ' I ' , 
rules to continue that farticipatl:on~, . ,It would be ' 

countel:Productive to permit the settll.ngparties to contravene 
.. I .,,' .. 

those considerations ;With a signed, sealed, and delivered 
settlement before, tl:te process' has even had an opporttmity to. work. 

, " . Both .DRA {mdIndustrial 'C'sersemp~sized in their 
comments that all ;Parties must comxU tsufficient resources to 
actively review the. 'notice of intent' or app·l'icationand" to prepare 

I " '.. , . 
for evidentiary hearings under the applicable procedural schedule 

J' , ",' .' , ,., 
pending .. the outcome of settlement negotiations. DRAsuqqests that 
the rules con~in a strong .statement to. this effect. Exhortations 

.. I ' . ' , 
to parties d.o ;not, really belong in rules of practice $Owe will not· 
make any ad.dl.tions, to the rule. , ,Parties should be aware, however, 

. I' .."', , .. ,', 
that we strongly' support, early preparati,on ,·for hearing,. and' we," will , 

I " ',' . :, .' " " 
not look favorably on requests for'· d.elay to prepare cases that . / . " ' 

I ";". 

),:,""i. 
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• // 
should have been well underway betore stipulation~or settlements 

were filed. / 
Lastly, ORA expressed agreement wi"91 Southern california 

Gas company's (Socal) January 25, 1988, conulents that settlements 
should be permitted, as in civil court, ~ time prior to the :final 
decision. We have addressed, this issuejn D.88·-04-059 :by . 

authorizing the tiling ot settlements lP to- 30 days after the close 
ot hearings. Beyond that point furtber stipulations or settlements 

f 
would only delay or interrupt an o,derlY decision-making process. 
By that point too', a complete record has been~ developed on which to 
base our decision and: parties h~V~ been'afforded an opportunity :for 
the meaningful participation that will result' in the best and 

I ' > 

tairest outcome~ FUrther opportunities to settle are not necessary 
, , , I ' 

tor this, and the slender hope that sueh late-tiled settlements 
, might preclude later tilinqfot: petitions. to-modify is too tenuous 
'to justify any changes in the rule. 
Rgl,e 51. 4 ~ COgent Period • 

• 

, 
Bennett and 'l'eets suggest that in the interests. of aiding 

, ", ' 

and furthering public participation, and because 'settlements will 
'I , 

never be commonplace le.,tters, parties should reasonably:be entitled 
I 

to at least', one extension ot tilne of 15- Clays without', havinq to show 
, I ", , , ' 

lJ:ZJ.y cause. It we were to· grant this request, W~· fear that, the. 
t . " 

extension would become the *floor* and that, we will ef~eetively , 
have provided for a f5~aycomm.ent period and a. ls-dayreply,. or a 
total of two months) after ,the stipulation" or' sElttlementis'mailea~ 
In view of the potential tor routine' delay, we do not think the ' 
,I ,", 

requir8lllent o:t showing caUse" tor extend:Lng the: comment period is 
~easonable and'; accord1nqly,we will not change the rule,;· 
Bgle 51. S - contents ot COgents. 

I. . ' , ' 

Bennett and ~eets state that tbeyhave no- objection to 
the tirst port~on of this rule concerninqthe .content ot the ' 

I " ' 
comments so lorq as: the Commissi~n requir~s ,~; proposed . 
settlements be accompanied by a fullyartl.eula".:edpresentatl.on ot 

- 8 
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,.' 

legal and factual points and authorities which suDstantiat?Ythe 
Dasis for the settlelDent. We have done this in Rule 57 (C) which. 
requires in part: "'The motion shall contain a statement of the 
tactual and iegal considerations'adequate to advis~e commission 
and parties not expressly joi~ing the agreement 9f its scope and 
the grounds on which adoption is urqed.... We ttdnk this is adequate 
to address the Bennett and Teets concerns, ar:td. we are confident 
that parties recognize the oDvious, that i~ the more specific the 
proposed. settlem~t is in its terms.,. the tess likely it is that 
parties will teel compelled t~ contest t Decause ot 
ml;sunderstandinq or uncertainty. 

Bennett and 'reets also ,su est that the last sentence of 
the rule,. reqarding waiver of obj,e tions. because' of tailure t~ 
comment,.. be eliminated·.. They ar e that the rule is unfair to, 

. protesting parties since there's no-. corresponding' waiver penalty. 
placed on the settling partie. We disagree. The purpose of· the 
waiver rule is to tell par:ties that .. it they are going to. contest 
the settlement, this is the/time and place to. do it,: they may not 
~emain silent ~ow only· tofaise their concerns l~ter Wher: the . 
process- is COml.n.9' t~ a conclusion. 'this is consl.stent Wl.th orClerly 
processing of compl~~tters while providing for the participation 
ot 'myriad parties' wi . different interests. To. allow ODj ections or 
protests at any time would be unwieldly at best· and chaotic at 
worst. The rule as drafted' is consistent with· the Federal Ener9Y 
Regulatory commiss on waiver rule set forth in 18 CFR ~SS.60Z and 
we' are not persuaded that it should De Changed,.' . 

/ . . . 

Rgle 51. § - Contested. stiWlations and Settlements 
( 

In its comments. on this. rule,'O'CAN' raisecl the issue of 
fUndinq interv~ors "'upfront', ... noting. that ,it had exhausted its . 
entire budget Ifor the SOG&E general rate ca~e p~rticipatiilg in the 
settlement .processand .absent further funding,,.. would be hard 

I . . " 
pressed to participate further if the· settlement is'rejected. 
comments on the second.. round. ot the proposed' settlel'1\ent rules are 

- 9 -
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~ not the appropriate way to raise such ~road concerns as these and 
/ 

. ,'we will not consid.er them here, partieularly since no other party 
was on notice ,that this was to, be an issue. ~ 

We asked parties specif1eally for comment;lon the 
revisions t~ this rule because of the timing problems we envisioned 
it ~le could. not accept the complete settlement aroffered. We also. ' 
asked tor specific schedulinq suggestions underpuch cirewnstances. 
The response to the latter 'request was disappoi~tingly general. 
PaeBell sugqested. that we adopt a rule qivinq;!preeedenee over all 
other matters in calendarinq and resolution of settlements or 
stipulations in rate ease proceedings. ORA felieves tllatthis issue' ' 
will selclom present repeateclly ~rious pr~lems and suggests that 
tb1s issue be addressed· on a ease-by-ease/ basis. Department of 
General services asks for further opportunity to comment on any 
proposed ,rule .before the commission adoits it"notinq that this is 
a critical feature ot the settlement rliies sinc~ it determines how 

• 

much pre~sure there' will be. on Parties;,. the' utili ties,. DRA" and, the. 
Commission to accept proposed,settlements~ Edison notes that it is , I . 
possible to ~ile,a settlement or stipulation late enough in any 
proceedinq to'inte:dere with the t:tnlely completion ,of the ease 'on 

., . '. I "',' . 
the original schedule but ,notes that this is a riskwhieh the 

.' . , / '. 

applicant proposing a settlement or stipulation should bear. For 
, I ' 

lack of any more specific suggestions from the parties, we concur 
. I 0 

, with Ed.ison's observation ancl adopt DRA's. recommendation to- handle 
" I ' '. ' 

this ad hoc without a,specific'rule .. ,We dO: not perceive a problem 
, .' ,.. ." 

arising. ,trom either. calendaring or resolving settlements or' ' 
stipulations and,: ~ccordinqlY'/ we, will not ~enqthen.t1le rules, 
further by adding a provision! tor qranting the' precedence that" 

f '.. . 
Pac:Bell suggests. 'We do intend to treat, such. matters expeditiously .' .. .' " I' ,,', .. , 
and,: asdiseussed below, expect all.parties:toprepare accordingly. 

. In4ustrial O'~ers fecommendedthat"allparties be required: 
to ac1here t~ the applieableprocedural schedule' and to- prepare tor 

, I· .. 
evidentiary hea:J:in'1s ; Pr'1- the outcome ~. -settlement 

• .,./',1, - 10-
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negotiations. We endorse this recommendation heartily. While this 
/ 

may result in some additional effort for the parties, it sho~a 
m~,n~mize the disruptions in schedulinq that will certainly / cur if 
all preparatio~ is suspended during neqotiations. 

In connection with early preparation, OCAN s 
additional discovery by contestinq parties is essen 'al after a 
settlement is proposed and asks that priority be g' en to discovery 
requests from these parties. We are concerned t discovery and 
preparation not boqdown and we do· not expect ,tt see nonsettlinq 
parties ·stonewalledW in their attempt to qa~r information t~ 
prepare their case; hoW'ever, we will not inc1uae specific response 
times in the rules at this point, in the, ntpe that'such. 
micromanagement otthe process will provefunnecessary. We will 
consider such' a. p'l':ovision wben we reeXu'ine these rules if parties' 
experience in the inter~ demonstratesla neea for it. 

Edison: recommended that setflem.ents and stipulations 
. ',under the Rate Case Plan ~ ~onside/ed within the framework of "that 

.".' plan. In D.88-04-059· we rejected· /:trmvs proposal t~ maintain the 
Rate case Plan schedule intact itta stipUlation, or settlement is 
contested, setting out our reas~S: tor doing so.. We are not 
persuaded to change our views~ a result of parties' comments. 
However, ~e stronqly encouragti parties to subtlit stipulations and 

~:::~!d~eh~:~:qa::e!::l~::!: ~ keep 

contested or it we reject I.t.. PacBellsuggests that the Rate case 
. I 

Plan 11J.a.y need to. be amended to' take into account the hearing'S on 
settlements or stipuJ.atioris and to extencl the time frames for :the· 

'I '. ' 
hearings of the underlyilllg case. ',We. ,will address the timing 

, I ' ' 
problems, on an ad hoc b,asisand' will :t:eserve tor the tuture, 
consicleration of major/mod.i-r.icationsto- the Rate~se Plan. 

For those 'eases in: which we decide that a' settlement can 
, , I " " ' 

be approved only it' modifications are made" 'I'CRNsupports SOcal's , ' , 

original comments to· the effect that; we should~to~ the parties 

• 

•• I'· 
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// 

ot our views and either allow them to, accept moditication or 
withdraw from the settlement and proceed with their orlginal cases. 
TORN suggested using an assigned commissioner's ru~g, reflecting 
the concerns ot the commission as a whole, for ~s purpose~ We 
will provide in Rule 51.6 for this notice but ~l not commit in 
the rule to the vehicle we will use~ sinc~ea ious procedures may 
be appropriate dependinq on what staqe of eproceedinq we are:' in 
and the extent ot the moditication propos • 

PacBell takes issue with our rrsion to Rule 51.6 to-, 
provide for hearing on any contested~S ues.· of fact arguing tha1::. 

for settlements or stipulations to- be setul,; the rule mustpro·.ride 
that the hearing be li:mit~d to- the m, rits' ot the settlement or 
stipulation whether the dispute' is en an, outcome or a tact· ., .. 
expressly aqreed upon by. the sett¥nq parties.. PacBell rais~d 1?his' 
same concern in prior comments.., and', it was', conSidered and reject'l~d, 

. when we made the revisions set'!/'r in 0'.88-04-059. . In· the inte::est 
of providinq nonsettl.inq Parti~ the bro~dest. opportunity to 
ad.d.ress- contested. issue:sthrou~h the hearing- process,. we will l~~ave· 
the rule in .. its.· present tor.m./cexcept .:for ,the sp~citie moditi~t:!:0xis 
discussed ,:below' in response 1'0- parties' comments). Our experien~e 
with the contested issues in thesettle:ment' in SDG&E's current 

! ,,' 

general rate ease indicated that, althouqhbearing was re~ired,. 
, I . 

there was a substantial saving: in hearinq, time. 
TORN .also repe~ts an argument advanced in its earlier 

I . . , , 
comments. and rejected ix:i D.88-04-059, namely, that settlements 
simply be considered t;J;/.e joint· testimony of 'the . settlinq parties. 
While TORN may be co~~et ~t this would, create an incentive to. 
include as.':many puties as possible in. the agreement,. we are not 
convinced that 'the converse is true, that is, that the existing, 
rule enco~a9'es the /moVing party to limit the settlement to as few 
parties as POSSibl~to minimize the need· for concession and 
compromise. TORN argues that the' current rule, favors the 

I 
utilities' interests, because they are able to, *settle* the cas.e 

l2 

.' 

I' ., . . 
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of our views and either allow them to accept modification or 
I 

withdraw from the settlement and proceed with their original cases. 
TORN suggested using an assigned Commissioner's rul~£9, reflecting 

. / 
the concerns of the Commission as a whole, tor this- purpose. We 
will provide in RUle 51.7 tor this notice, wher~ome ot the 
options available to. the Commission atter rejection of a settlement 
are listed. However, we will not commit in ~e rule to- the vehicle 
we will use, since various procedures may ~appropriate depending 

I 
on what stage ot the proceeding we are lin And the extent o~ the 
modification proposed. 

PacBell takes issue with our evision to Rule 51.6 to 
provide tor hearing on any contested is'sues ot .. tact arguing that 
tor settlements or stipulations to ~usetul, the rule must provide 
that the hearing be limited to the merits of the settlement 'or 

I 
stipulation whether the dispute iSjOn an outcome or a tact 
expressly agreed upon by the settldng parties. PacBell raised this 
same concern in prior comments ana .it was' considered and rejected 

I . . 
when we.made the revisions. set ;or in 0.8S-04-059. In the interest 
ot providing nonsettling parties the broadestopportuni ty to
address contested iSSUeSthr0"i~h the, hearing process, we will leave 
the rule in its present form fexeept tor the specific modifications. ' 
discussed below in response to parties' comments). Our experience 
with the contested issues iJthe settlement in SOG&E's current 
general rate ~ase in<Uc:atecJ that,. although hearing was required~ 
there was a su):)stantial sa.J.ing: in hearing time. . 

TORN also repeaJs an argument advanced in its earlier' 
I 

comments and rejected injD.SS-04-0S9, namely," that settlements 
simply be considered the, joint testimony of the settlinq parties. 
While TURN may be correct that thi~ would create an incentive to 
include as"JJJany partiesl as possible in the agreem.ent~ ·we are not / ., . 

/ 
I 

I 
'f 

I 
( 
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convinced that the converse is true, that is, that" the existing 
rule encourages the moving party to limit the seltlement to as tew 
parties as possible to minimize the need for 2oriceSSion and 
compromise. TORN argues that the current rule favors the 
utilities' interests, because they are ablelto -settle- the case 

I 
I 

I 
I 

I 
I 
f - 12a-
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./ 

~ witho~t eoming to terms with the objections ot thOS~ies most 
adverse to them. We frankly did not see this Ph~menon at work in 
the settlement in the SOG&E general rate case or'in the settlement 
in Phase I of the telecommunieations requlato~ flexibility 
investigation, both of which had large numb,ts of siqnatories. If 
anything, we ~ould expect settling parties;t0 induce as many 
parties as, possible to enter into the" agreement to reduce the 
potential for protracted hearings on eo;Jested issues. 

/ ' 

Both ORA and.' UCAN raised eoncerns about who would testify 
and be available for eross-e~zminat,ior.ton eontested issues and 
whether the ritness would be. , req)lirei ,to- provide a detailed 
breakdown of each separate issue. w'e think the answer depends, O:l. 

what the contesting party :Lschall~qinq. It it is the substantive 
. issue being contested" then, obvio~lY' the witness Cas) sponsoring 

the underlying testimony on the issue will" be req)lired to testify., I, 

It' it is, the reasonableness of the settlement on that issue,. then a 
witness sponsoring the sett1em~t docum~nts is' in' order., trCAN 

.' u:rqes that we incorporate "I::rJJ.J provision in the ,rule in some way. 
, This ,is another cast of the point, bEdnq valid,. but its 

ineorporation in,the ~les would involve a level of micromanaqement 
, , that we aretryinqt~,avOid.t We' wouldsugqest in ,the alternative', 

" "I" " ' ' " 

• 

that contesting' parties identity ,the witnesses they wish to- eross-
eD.mine, either by Mlne or/ by issue,. and present this information " 
to, the AI.J for use in scheduling the hearinqs on the eontested· 
, " , I, ' ' 

, " , 

issues. An estimate of the 'amountot time for cross-examination 
, "I 

would be helpfUl" at the, same time. . ' 
I " 

Graham,' and. James comments,. and 'General Services aqrees~ 
, ,. I" .. , 

that paraqraph' Ce) of this. rule is confusing and otfers opportuni.ty,' , ," 

tor abuse. It asks that' the paragraph ~ deleted !rom the, rules. .., 
By includinq this lanquige,., ~e intended to alert parties that when' ' 
settlement wasreached/atter. evidentiaryhearinq had been held,. and, 
the settJ.ement was contested, we could decide it on the reeord, ' , 

. i I" 

already created withou.t a sec:ondround'of hearings. On reflection, ,:. 
I 

I 
I 
I 

, - ~l -
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// 
it is not necessary for such a statement to appear inL'the rules of 
practice and since it causes concern there, weZill liminate it. 
Bgle 51.8 - Adoption Binding. Hot Erecedential 

ORA recommends that we clarify this ' e ~y addinq 
language that indicates that commission adoPti~ of a stipulation 
or settlement has the same status as any Othef Commission decision . 

.I 
This simply states the o~vious and since the additional lanquaqe 
will simply clutter the rule unnecessarily!we will not add it. ' 
Bg,le 51.9' - Xue; ssibil'ity / 

We speci~ically invited comment on our revisions to.this 
rule, particularly on, the impact of tll"e inadmissil:>ility provision 
on conduct ot tuture proceedings and/on discovery.. 'nT.RN , 

Industrial Users, and ORA all raised' concerns in these areas, in 
particular with the broad language! ot the first and second 

paragraphs. /' . ' 
Bennett and 'l'eets discUss this rule and Rule 51.6, 

t' 
together as they relate to dis~overy, maintaining' that such a 

, J " 
sweeping rule is contrary' to the statutory purposes .of this: 

, '. I ' 
commission in that it favors utilities., Bennett and Teets propose 
'd1seov~ry by those- contest1n~ the settlement, on: certain .speeitic . '.... I 

grounds, at leas.t oneot which goes to- discussions. conducted durinq' 
( , .' '. . 

the settlement process, wh:i!Ch is why their co:aments are relevant 
J . 

under this rule.. We will/not prescribe the specitie detail of . 
discovery available because we suspectthi~ would be viewed by all. 

. /' 
parties as a limitation on elis-covery rather than an assist.' in 
obtaining information'. !~ur eliscussion below will clarity· the, 
extent ot the eontiden~ial1ty rule as it pertains to discovery and 
to admissibility. We do not peroeive· that it favors utilities and 
we note that even th~ parties who . ~xpressed concerns a)x)utthe 
language ot the rule did not deny the need, tor the rule' in. some, 

. fo,,",_ Industrial,bsers opposes. extensio;' of eonficlentialityto' 

the hctuAl: informalon unclerlyinq·a party's. settlelllent. posit.ion if' 

l -14 - . 
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/' 

./~ 
it is not necessary for such a statement to appear ~ the rules of 

/ 
practice and since it causes concern there, we wil~ eliminate it. 
Rule 51,7 - Commission Rejeet1pn ot A stjpylati~ or Settlement 

We have modified this rule sli9htlyJ,(n response to 
parties' concerns about Rule 51.6. We alertl'the parties to the 
fact that a hearing on the stipulation or -'ttlement is not 
required before the Commission rejects ajtroposal which it 
determines is not in the public interes~. It further indicates 
some of the requlatory options availabie to the. Commission if a 
proposal is not adopted. The commission is to. make a binary 
choice, that is,. to either NacceptN kr NrejectW the settlement as 
proposed. The indication of alter~tives acceptable to the 

, I 
Commission ccmplements that binary system, as the rejected 

I settlement could in appropriate cases ~ used as a reference point 
for subsequent hearings or neqoJiations between the parties. The 
'i I. commission w 11 suqqest. alternate terms to the settlements as a 

means ot promoting resolution/ot. the case in only the most extreme 
cases, however. /' . 
Rule 51,8- Ado.ption Binding,'Hot Precedentjal 

DRA recommends 'tliat we clarity this .rule by adding 
lanquage that indicates ~t Ccmmission adoption of a stipuiation 

r , .. 
or settlement has the same status as any otherCcmmission decision. 

I' . 

'!his simply states the obvious and since the additional lanquage 
will simply clutter the/rule unnecessarily we will not add it. 
Rule 51.9 - Inadmissibility , . 

We specifica11y invited, comment on'our revisions to. this 
rule, particularly cnlthe impact of, the inadmissibility provision 

• . I ' 
cn ccnduct o.f future (prcceedings and o.n discovery. TORN, 

Industrial trsers, add DRA. all raised concerns in these areas,. in 
particular-with the/broad language o.t the tirst and seccnd 

I . 
paragraphs. f . ' .. 

Bennett and. Teets..d.iscuss this rule and- Rule 51'.6 

together as they ~elate to. discovery, maintaining that such a 
I 

J 
{ 

I 
I 
\ 

- 14 -
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/ 
/ 

sweeping rule is contrary to the statutory purposes of this 
commission in that it favors utilities. Bennett and Ttets propose 
discovery ~y those contesting the settlement on ce~in specific 
grounds, at least one of which goes t~ discussions/conducted during 
the settlement process, which is why their comm.0s are relevant 
under this rule. We will not prescribe the specific detail of 
discovery available because we suspect this wcfuld be viewed by all 
parties as a limitation on discovery rather~an an assist in 
obtaining information. Our discussion bel~ will clarity the 
extent of the co~ident1ality rule as it lertains t~ discovery and . 

to admissibility. We.do not perceive thtt it favors utilities and 

we note that even the parties who· exprefsed concerns abO~t the 
lanquaqe of the rule did; not deny the eed for the' rule l.n some 
form. 

Industrial Users opposes ,. 
the factual information·underlyinq 

- 140, -

ension of confidentiality to· 
party"s settlement position if 
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such ~ormation would otherwise be subject to discovery un~ 
rules. It notes the potential for abuse, observing that ~rties 
wh~wished to keep facts confidential need only raise ~ in the 
course of settlement negotiations, whether relevant o0ot and 
thereafter rely on Rule 51.9' to· precluc1e discovery - /this result 
would seriously impede a nonparticipating party's ~ility to obtain 
and review factual information to evaluate the pr/Posed 'settlement 
or to prepare for hearing. . -/ ' 

'I't.T.RN echos these concerns,. arguing tl/at protecting Irall 
information' raised at settl~ent iSprObabl~notPosS~lea~ a 
practical matter and not des1rableas .a pol~ matter s~Ce ~t 

I 

would, frustrate the Commission's stated desire to, obtain a complete 
factual record as the basis for its "decisions .. ' 

Both ORA and' T'CRNtaJce the posi~ionthat confidentiality 
.' " ' protections should not extend to- infoX'lDcttion, developed 'in . 
preparation for negotiations~ oRA. note's that it would· be 

" ' , " ' 

impossible to· segregate' ano. o.istinquish lx\tween information that , 
, .' I ' , 

was developed ,in preparation for negotiations from that used in the 
preparation for litigation'. I·,' 

Industrial Users, 'I't.T.RN, a,nd DRAall support the need for 
I ", ' ,.:, 

an inadmiss1bi~ity ruJ.e but sugge~t that this need can be fUlfilled 
with much more precise terminology.' Our intent in modifyi-"'lg the' 
language was to foster a· cl~te/of open n~gotiati~n among" parties' 
without fear that the. concessJoo~ offered . Jon the' gJove and take of ' 

. I ' '. 
negotiation could be usedagains.t them if no· aqreelllent were ' 
reached.. EdiSOn,.s.. ,comments on/the rule ar.e pertinent here: . , 

, *Edison respects and~upports the· need for 
parties. who· do not participate" in settlement 
negotiations. to· obtainsufticient" information 
to- allow. them t~ evaluate any' proposed' 
settlement. InforJlation, which bears on the 
reasonableness of ~e result produced by the 
settlement may be produced on discovery and 
admitted into evi ence~, Howeyer, information 

- l5 -
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the stipulatiQo or settlement, and similak / 
mAterials ar~ Ptotected bv the sttong pyplic 
PQliey in favor or encouraqinq negQtiatioDS ~d 

./ 

~." (EmphaSis supplied.) / 

Our intent was to· create a forum where fr.ee and open 
discussions could take place durinq the settleme~~negotiations 
themselves. To· clarify this we will el~inate the phrase "in 
preparation for" from the rule since this tun~on ordinarily 
occurs outside ot the negotiation process. ~ will also revise the 
rule to reflect more accurately what is bei1')9' protected, which. is 
the discussion ot the.parties, including a~issions and 
concessions, . with respect to any ofter ,to/~tiPulate or settl~. 
Lastly, we WJ.ll amend the rule to provl.de that such. matter Wl.ll be. 

inadmissible in evidence against anyp~y who· objects to it~ '. 
aclmission,. brinqing:· our rule in l:tne~th a similar provision in 
the Federal Energy Regulatory commission rule, and. elilninatinq the 

, potentially CUlIIbersome process of haJinq, to obtain consent or 
waiver from multiple parties~ Thesd changes, should narrow the 

. I, 
application ot the, rule suffieientlty to ease the concerns of the 

I ',' 
parties,. but still provide the protection from discovery and 
admission into, eVidenceessentiaU to encouraqe fruitful ' 

neqotiation. ' " L" . 
Bule 51.10 - ApplicabilitY 

. TWo parties, PaeBell' and· erA, raised questions about the 
application of these rules to/aIl entire class, of proceedings. 
C'rA,'s. concerns 'about the, appJ.d,cation of settlement rules in , ' 

transportation proceedings were discussed in 0.8:8-04-059 where we 
made' an adjustment ~t ,spo~e to~ these c~ncern$. We are not 
persuaded by the add1t1onaJi co~ents't<> exclude' use ot, these rules 

, I' " 
in transportation proceeding'S cateqorically. As we announced. in 

0.88-04-059, we will be rJexamin1nq'these rules ,in their entirety' 
24 months atter 'we', adopt f .!nal,settlement rules.. It eTA has. tound. ' 
the rules unworkable 'ine, 'interim, it will have the opportunity' 
to raise those 

- 16 - ' 
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Edison asks that Rule 51.10 be amended to. indicate 
clearly ~t joint exhibits accepted on the record need not)Oe 
subject to these rules as a stipulation. This will encouxaqe 
parties to resolve issues durinq a hearinqwithout havi~to apply 
lenqthy procedural rules.. We will amend the rule to ~lect this. 
ConccJ.usion / 

In examining the settlell1ent ~les as th~ were ~riginalJ.y 
proposed and as we ad.opt them today, we' see that~ey have CJ,rown 
considerably in length. This. is in part ,a reflection of our 
concern. that the comments of all parties be ackkessed, and where 
possible, accommodated. We are seriously colce:rned about both the 
lenqth and the specificity of the rules an~we hope parties de not' 
end up tripping over either. 'rhe purpose ft establishinq these 
rules was to provide an organized fralllework wi thin which to' adClress ' 
settlements and . stipulations so that., alU parties would know" from' 
the beqinning, what to expect procedura'lly.. . That is generally the 

. I . , 
purpose .of rules Of .. practice and we' are minclfUl that rules 

. '. . I. ' 
themselves are seldom the answer to- all the problems that arise in 
matters as. complex as the ones. we dJal with·... We co_end the rules' 
to parties in this spirit. We exrlct that when questions of 

" ,. " . . 

interpretation arise, they' will be resolved in. a manner that 
encourages full p~icipationl:>y /the 'parties', and provides . the' 
Commission adequate informat:t0ln itb. which ,to make a reasoned. 
d.ecision. . . ' . 
PitJdingR' Ot . Pact '. 

1.. Fo:cnal rules for stfpulations andsettlem.ents will 
provide notice and OPportuniY to-all parties'to ac:1dress .' 
stipulations and settlements, to raise, and explore concerns in a 

.fo:rmal setting', and to' develbp, a record on which .the commission may 
, render an intormed decision/on the stipulation or settlement", 

2. Appendix: A' attac~dsets forth proposed Rules of Practice 
and Procedure to implement rules qoverninq stipulations and 
settlements' • 

- 17 -
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/ 

3. The rules set forth in Appendix A have bein pUblished 
twice, in the calitornia Notice Register and parti~s have commented 
on both torms of the proposed rules. / 

4 • Minor modifications have been made ltio, the proposed rules 
in response to parties' comments. Those modifications have :been 
discussed in the body of this deCiSion/. 
Cqncl.usiQDs of Lay 

l. The commission should adopt e rules set forth in 
Appendix A governinq stipulations and settlements 

2. The Commission should trans it the adopted rules to the 

Secretary of state tor tiling. 

r.r IS ORDERED that: / 
l. The rules governing ~iPulations and settlements set 

torth in Appendix A are adoptJd. . 
2. 'the EXecutive Direc:kor, in conjunction with the 

Administrative Law Judge Di"fSion, shall transmit the adopted rules·' 
to. the Secretary ot State ~r filing:. 

This order is et~ective today~ 
Dated SEE>' 2 8/1988' , at San Francisco, California • . . 

- 18 -

. STANLEY w.. HULE'1T . 
Presidezlt 

DONALD VIAL 
:FREDERICK R. DODA 
G.- "MITCHELL wnx 
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APPENDIX A 
Pa~e 1 // 

The following article is added t~Z:: thles of Practice 
ancl Procedure: 

Article 13.5 - Stipulations and ettlements 

S~ (Rule 5~) De:ini~ioni' . ~ 
Tbe following definitions apply forjPurposes of this article: 

(a) "Party" or Parties" means anyj person on whose behalf an ' 
appearance has :been filed in the proceeding. 

. . (b) "Commission. Proceeding" meke. an application,. complaint, 
investigation orrulemaking before the California PUblic Utilities 
Commission.. / . 

(c) "settlement" means an a1qreement between some or all of 
the parties to a Commission proceeding on a mutually acceptable 
outcome to' the proceedings... In/addition . to' other parties t~ an 
agreement, settlements. in appl:tCa.tions must'be signed .by the 
applicant and in comPlaints,b, the complainant and d.efendant. 

, (d) . "stipulation" meanSl an aqreement between some or all of 
the parties to- a. Commission proceeding. on the resolution of any 
issue o'f law or fact materia-l to, the proceeding.. ' 

. Ce) "contestecl"clesex!ibesa stipUlation or settlement that is 
opposecl in whole or part, as provided in this article, by any of 
the parties to- the proceealinq in which such sti:pulation' or 
settlement is proposed for adoption by the Co~ssion. 

. (t)"t1ncontested."" J.escribes a stipulation or settlement that ' 
(1) is filed concurrently by all parties to· the proceedinq in which ' 
such stipulation or settlement is. proposed. tor adoption by the ",' 
Commission, or C2') is n9t contested: by any party to.. the proceeding 
within the comm.ent· per~ after service of the stipulation or 
settlement on all part:i!es to, the proceeding. ' 

. 51.1. (Rule 51 .. 1;' P;X'oJsa;. of Settlement~' or Stipulations. 
. I . . 

. (a) Parties to acommiss!on proceeding may' stipulate to- the 
resolution of any. issUe otlaW' or' tact material to- the proceeding,. 
or may settle on a mutually acceptable outcome to. the proceeding,' .' 
with or w:Lthoutreso)l,vinq material issues. Resolution shall be . ' •. 
lillli ted to-the issues in that proceeding and.' shall· not extend" to- ' 
substantive issues which may come' :before, the' commission in other or.· . 
future proceedinqs.. . , . 

I'" . 

,I"~ 

.' 
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Pago 2 

/"/" 

(b) Prior to signing any stipulation or sett'lement" the ,/' 
settling parties shall convene at least one conference with not~ce 
and opportunity to participate provided to all parties for the/ 
purpose o~ discussing stipulations and settlements in a give;{ 
proceeding. Written notice of the date,. time", and place shall ):)e 
fUrnished at least.seven (7) days in advance to all parties to the 
proceeding. Notice of any subsequent meetings. may be ora'!, may , 
occur less than seven days in advance, and may be limited to prior 
conference attendees and those parties specifically requesting 
notice.· / 

(c) Attendance at any stipulation or settlement conference or 
discussion conducted outside the public hearin~ room shall be 
limited to the parties to a proceeding and th. e~r;representatives. 

Parties may by written motion' proposesti~lations or 
settlements tor adoption by the Commission in~ccordance with this 

" article. The motion shall contain a statemen;t. ot the ,factual and 
legal considerations adequate to advise the commission and parties 
not. expressly· joining. the aqreement 01: its scope and o~ the 'grounds' 
on which adoption is urged.. '. 'I ' , , 

• 

When a: settlement pertains toa ,proceeding under the Rate case 
. Plan or other proceeding in whichacompa(rison exhibit would 

ord.inarily be tiled, the settlement mus~be supported by a . 

• 

comparison exhibit indicating' the impact of the settle=ent in 
relation to the utility's application. / It theparticil?ating statf 
supports the settlement, it must prepare a similar exh£bit 
indicating the impact o~ the proposal lin relation to the' issues it 
contested, or would have contested, ina hearing •. 

. .f 
. (d) Stipulations and settlements should ordinarily not 

include deadlines ,tor commission' approval; however ,in the rare 
ease where delay beyond a certain date would invalidate the basis 
tor the proposal, the timing urgen¢y must'):)e'elearly stated and 
tully j,ustitied in the motion. 'j , 

(e) . The commission wil.l 'no. approve stipulations or 
settlements, whether contested, or, uncontested,. unless the 
stipulation or settlement is. reMonable in light of the:, whole 
record, consistent,with law, and in the public'inter.est..' ;~ , 

5l..2 (Rul.e 5l..2) Timinq. ..... /.. .. . . . 

Parties to-a Commission,proceedin~, may propose astipnlation 
or settlement tor adoption by /the Comm'~ssion (1) any time after the 
tirst, prehearinqconference and (2~), within 30 days after the last 
day of hearinq.·) •..... ..•.. . . 
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51.3 (Rule 51.3) Filing. 

APPENDIX A 
Page 3 

// 

Parties proposing a stipulation or settlement for adoPti~ by 
the commission sh~ll concurrently tile their proposal in accordance 
with the rules applicable to pleadings (See Article 2), and shall 
se~e the proposal on ,all parties to- the proceeding./ 

51.4 (Rule 51.4) Comment Pet,iod. 

Whenever a party to a proceeding does not expressly join in a 
stipulation or settlement proposed for adoption b~the Commission 
in that proceeding,. such p~rty sh~ll have· 30 dayS! from. the date of. 
mailinq of the stipulation or settlement within/which to- file 
comments contesting all or pa~ot the stipula~on or settlement,. 
and shall serve such eomments on all parties to the proceeding. 
Parties shall have lSdays after· the comments! are filed within 
which to file reply comments. The assigned ~dm.inistrati ve law 
judge may extend the comment and/or response period on motion and 
for good cause.. / 

51.S .(Rule 51.5) contents of Comments.. . . . 

A party contesting'a proposed stipulation or settlement must 
speeity- in. Its comments the portions .OI!. the stipulation or 
settlement that it opposes, the. leg-a!l basis of its oPJ?Osition, and.' 
the factual issues that it contests. Parties should 4ndieate the 
extent ot their plannedparticipati . at anyhearing~ If the' . 
contestinq party asserts. that heari.rig is required J:)y law,. 
aipropriate citation shall l:IeprOV,!ded_ .. Any tailureby a party to-. 
f 1e comments constitutes waiver by. that party-of all objeetions to 
the stipulation or'· settlement, including the right to hearing to· 
the extent that such hearing is. not otherwise required by law.. ~ 

51 .. & (Rule 51.6) ~ontested stJulations and S~ttl~ments. 
'. I· . . 

(a) If the: stipulation or. settlement is contested,. pursuant 
to Rule 51.4, 'in wholeor~ in parton any material issue of tact by 
UJ.y party, the commission will schedule a hearing on the· contested 
issuers) as soon·atter the· close of" the comment period 'as . 
reasona.))ly possible.. .' Discovery will be permi ttecl and should :be 
well underway prior to- . the close ot the comment periocl. Parties to 
the stipulation or settlemeht must provide one or more witnesses to,· 
testify concerning' the c~n ested issues and to- undergo cross- " 
examination by contesting arties. Contesting parties may present 
evidence and testimony 0 the contested issues. ' , 

. (b) Tbe Commissi~ may decline' to set hearing in any ease 
where the contested iss~e ot tact is not material,.or where the . 
contested issue is one/of laW'. In the latter case, opportunity tor: 
briefs will be provided.' 
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//' 
T~ ensure that the process o~ considerinq stipula~ions and 

settlements is in the p1..'lDlic interest ~ opportunity ma"y also :be 
provided tor additional prehearing conferences and~y other 
procedure deemed reasonable to develop the recor~n which the 
commission will :base its decision. J' 

(c) It the commission decides that a settlement can :be 
approved only it modifications are made t~ i;( the Commission will 
intorm the parties ot this and allow them, to/ either accept the 

. lDocl1tica.tion or withdraw, tromthe settlemenJt and proceed with their 
original cases. Such election must':be made within 15. clays ot the 
date ot the notice., / ' 

Cd) stipulations 'may be accepted on the record in any 
proceeding and the assigned ad:ministrat'ive law judge may waive 
application ot these rules t~ the', stipUlation upon motion and tor 
good cause shown. , I 
51.7 (RUle 51.7) Qommission Rejection ot a Stipulation or 

settlement. .I, 
T,be Commission will declinejt~, consider a proposed stipulation 

. or settlement without hearing' whenever it 'determines that the 

•
' stipulation or settlement is. not in· the public interest. In that " 
,event, parties to the stipulation or settlement ,may either withdraw, ' 

, it or they may otter it as JOUnt testimony at hearinq on the 
underlying proceeding.' / ' ' , , ' 

51.8 (Rule 51.8) Adoption Sinding. Not Precedential~ 

commission adoption od a stil?ulationorsettlement is binding 
on all parties to. the proceed.:tnq 'J.;D.' which the stipulation or , 
settlement is proposed. 'Onless the' Commission ,expressly provides 
otherwise, such adoption does not constitute approval o~ ~ or '" ' 
precedentreqarding, atly{-rinCiPle or issue in. the proceeding or in ", , 
any ruture proceed'inq. ' , '" , 

, , 

51.9 (Rule 51.9) Inadntissibility. ' 

, No discussion,' a~ssion, conc~ssion or otter to stipulate 'or, 
settle, whether. oral or written, lDade durinq any negotiation on a ' 
stipulation or settlem.ent Shall" be' subject, to, discovery, or ' 
admissible in any evidentiary hearinq against any, participant who.' 
objects to its admission. Participatinq, parties ,and, their ' 
representatives shal~/bold such discussions, admissions, '. 
concessions, and.·of~.rs to stipulate or settle' confidential and 
shall not disclose t11em outsiCletheneqotiations- without the 

• consent o~ the 7es part1c1pating l.ll .. the n<>sotiat1ons. 

""'. 
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To ensure that the process of consider ins stiPu~ns and 
settlements is in the public interest, opportunity may also be 
provided for additional prehearing conferences and/any other 
procedure deemed reasonable to develop the record/on which the 
Commission will base its decision. ~ 

(c) Stipulations may be accepted ~n the;f~COrd in any, 
proceeding and the assiqned administratl.ve l,aw judge may wal.ve 
application of these rules to the stiPulai'on upon motion and for 
good cause shown. 

/' 
V 

$1.7 (Rule 501.7) commission Rejection Qt' a Stipulation ox: 
Settlement. /. 

The Commission may reject a propp sed stipulation or settlement 
wi~out hearing whenever it determin •• that th •• stipulation or 
settlement is not in the p\lbl.ic intcirest.. 'Opon rej ection of the 
settlement, the Commission may take'. various steps, including the 
following:/ 

1. Hold hearings on the uicterlying issues, in which' case the 
parties to- the stipulation· may either withdraw it or 

2. 
3. 

offer it as joint testimony, 
Allow the parties t~e to·reneqotiate the settlement, 
Propose alternative /terms to- the parties to- the· . 
settlement which ar~ acceptable to- the Commission and 
allow. the parties reasonable time within which to' elect 
to. accept such te~s or to request other reliet. 

51.8; (Rule 51.8) AdoptionkiDdinq, Not Precedent'ial. 

Commission adoption if a. stipulation or I~ettlement is l>inctinq 
on all parties to the proceeding in which the stipulation or, 
settlement is proposed ~ '/ Unless .the Commission expressly provides 
otherwise, such adoption does not constitute. approval of, or· 
precedent regarding, ar),"y principle or issue in the proceeding or in 
any tuture proceeding i 
51.9 (Rule 51.9) InA'dmissibility. 

No disCussion, /admission, concession or' otter to. sti~ulate or 
settle, wh~tber or~ or written, made during any negotiat10n on a 
stipulation or settlement sh41l., be. subj.ect to. discovery, or ' 
admissible in any ~videntiary hearing against any participant who 
objects t~its admission. Participatin~ parties and their 
representatives shall hold such discussl.ons, admissions, 
concessions, and/ofters to. stipulate or. settle .confidential and 
shall not disclose them outside ~e negotiations without the 
consent ot the jrties participating in the negotiations • 

I'. 
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I~ a stipulation or settlement is not adopted by the 
commission, the terms of the proposed stipuLation or settlement are 
also inadmissible unless their admission is' aqreed to by all 
parties j oininq in the proposal.' / 

51.10 (Rule 51.10) Applieabili~. 

~ese rules shall apply on anel a~er the effective date of the 
decision promulgating them. in all tox;rnal ~roceedinqs involving gas" 
electriC, telephone, and Class A waterut~litie$. 

~n proeeedinqs where all part~s join in the propos~d. 
stipulation or settlement, a moti~for waiver of these .rules may 
»e !ileCl. Such motion should demonstrate' that .the public interest 
will not be impaired. by the waivf!/r of these rules. 

Any party in other proeeed.~gs before the commission may file 
a motion' showinq qood cause .torapPlyinq . these' rules to. settlements. 

. or stipulations. in a partieul!a matter. Such· motion shall' 
demonstrate that it is in·. the . ul:>lic interest to apply these rules 
in that proeeeding. Protest .... to, the motion :may be ora~ or written. 

Exhibits :may be. sl?onso . ed b~ two or. more parties l.n a 

• 
commission hearing· as: joint/ test:Lm~ny without appliea.tion ot:these . 

rules. . . / .. . 

END'OF APPENDIX A) 
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